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Chapter 01:INTRODUCTION

1.1   Introduction

An internship is a professional teachable moment that gives students real-world experience in

their field of study or professional goals. An internship enables students to learn new skills while

exploring and enhancing their careers. This report is a description of my ongoing internship at

Cognizant Technology Solutions India Private Limited- Noida. This internship report details the

activities that helped me achieve a bunch of my stated objectives. I was assigned the profile of

“Azure Data Engineer” for my internship. We were asked to learn about the languages in the first

two months of the internship which was followed by one month of self paced learning of Azure

cloud platform which is still in progress and in between there are sessions conducted by our

technical trainer Ms Deeksha Sharma .After the completion of language learning, I was assigned

a hands-on project which is called Data Analysis of Titanic Dataset.

1.2  Job Description

In a variety of circumstances, data engineers create systems that gather, process, and convert raw

data into meaningful information for data scientists and business analysts to understand. Their

main objective is to make data accessible to enterprises so that they may evaluate and enhance

their effectiveness.

Fig 1. Objectives of Data Engineering

The Azure Data Engineer is responsible to utilize the services from azure cloud and perform

data analysis using Azure services like Azure Data bricks and find meaningful insights from raw
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data. When working with data, you may encounter the following tasks:

● Gather data that is relevant to your industry.

● Make algorithms to turn data into useful information.

● Architectures for database pipelines must be created, tested, and maintained.

● Work with stakeholders to learn about the company's objectives.

● Create new validation rules and analysis software.

● Ascertain compliance with data compliance and management policies.

1.3  Objectives

The objective of the internship is to learn about Data Analysis and services in azure platform like

Azure Data Factory , Azure Data Lake storage, Azure Databricks etc. How to upload and ustilise

different languages like python and Sql to manipulate and reform raw data and learn to convert it

into processed data. Perform various visualization techniques using library like plotly, matplotlib

etc to recognize patterns and hidden meanings.

1.4 Internship Schedule

The internship plan was as follows:

➢ March 2022

This month, I revised Python basics and completed assignments that were allotted to our

cohort by our trainer which included self-study of the language from Udemy course and

hands-on practice questions which are of easy level. We are also allotted courses regarding

data analysis on Udemy itself and are expected to learn various libraries like pandas ,

numpy etc by ourselves and clear out doubts (if any) in the technical connect.

In parallel, behavioral training sessions were also held 3 days a week to help us groom

ourselves and to introduce us to the corporate culture and make us familiar with the

expectations that the organization has for us.
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➢ April 2022

After the completion of back Python training we were allotted a project regarding data

analysis called Titanic data analysis which was given us to check our capabilities and grasp

on the concepts which we learnt in previous month.

With that we were allotted a new trainer regarding Sql training. We were taught MySql and

PostgreSQL. At the end of this month an interview was conducted by our sql trainer and bh

trainer in the basis of which we were evaluated and marked.

➢ May 2022

Here we were provided with Azure cloud subscription and were allotted beginner level

course on azure cloud namely Dp-900 where we were made familiar with the platform.

Everyday trainer sessions are held were we are given detailed insights on various topics

that we will be useful in our full time roles, like deployment of virtual machines , creation

of storage account etc.

➢ June 2022

We are planning to work further on Azure platform ie DP 203 and learn databricks with

pyspark.
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Chapter 02: COMPANY DESCRIPTION

2.1 Cognizant

Cognizant is a multinational consultancy firm based in the United States. The company's

headquarters are in Teaneck, New Jersey. Cognizant is a NASDAQ-100 company that trades

under the symbol CTSH. It began as a Dun & Bradstreet in-house technology unit in 1994 and

began its services in 1996.

In 1998, the company became public after a series of business reorganisations.

Cognizant experienced rapid growth in the 2000s and was named to the Fortune 500 , placed

185th.

Fig 2. About Cognizant

2.1.1   Our Services

● Cloud Enablement - Wherever you are on your cloud transformation journey,

Cognizant is there to support you. We collaborate with you to build the best approach

for your organisation so you can reap the full benefits and value of cloud

computing.Our vision, industry experience, and client-centric approach deliver

end-to-end cloud services and innovative solutions that result in short-term success,

measurable business outcomes, and happy customers. Learn more about how Cognizant

can help you accelerate your cloud journey.
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● Application modernization services-Application modernization services cover

the migration of legacy applications or platforms to new applications or platforms, as

well as the integration of new functionality to give the business the most up-to-date

features.

● Data, Analytics and AI- Artificial intelligence (AI) analytics is a subset of

business intelligence that employs machine learning techniques to uncover new patterns

and relationships in data. In practise, AI analytics is the process of automating much of

the work that would normally be performed by a data analyst.

2.2 History of Cognizant

Cognizant was founded as Dun & Bradstreet Satyam Software (DBSS), with Srini Raju as the

original CEO and MD, as Dun & Bradstreet's in-house technology arm focused on completing

huge IT projects for Dun & Bradstreet enterprises. The company began targeting customers

outside of Dun & Bradstreet in 1996.

Dun & Bradstreet split up some of its companies in 1996, including Erisco, IMS International,

Nielsen Media Research, Pilot Software, Strategic Technologies, and DBSS,Cognizant

Corporation, situated in Chennai, India, was formed. After a few months, in 1997, DBSS

changed its name to Cognizant Software Solutions. In July 1997, Dun & Bradstreet spent $3.4

million for Satyam's 24 percent stake in DBSS. In March 1998, the company's headquarters was

relocated to the The US, and Kumar Mahadeva was named CEO. As part of Cognizant

Corporation, the company focuses on Y2K-related work and web development.

In 1998, the parent company, Cognizant Corporation, split into two companies: IMS Health and

Nielsen Media Research. Following the restructure, Cognizant Technology Solutions became a

public division of IMS Health. In June 1998, IMS Health began a public sale of Cognizant

shares to partially divide the firm.

The firm can raise $34 million, which was less than the underwriters at IMS Health had hoped

for. They set aside the funds for debt repayment and office upgrades.

Kumar Mahadeva chose to reduce the corporation's dependency upon Y2K contracts, with Y2K

projects providing for only 26% of revenues in the first quarter of 1999, contrasted to 49% in
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early 1998. Since he believed the $16.6 billion corporate software market was saturated, Kumar

Mahadeva avoided large-scale ERP deployment projects. He instead focused on application

management, which accounted for 37% of Cognizant's sales in fiscal of 1999. Cognizant's

revenues in 2002 were $229 million, with no debt and a total value of $100 million. During the

dotcom bust, the company thrived by taking on routine maintenance that big IT services

companies didn't desire.

IMS Health bought its entire 56 percent ownership in Cognizant in 2003, and the company

implemented a poison pill policy to avoid aggressive takeovers. In 2003, Kumar Mahadeva

stepped down as CEO and was succeeded by Lakshmi Narayanan. The company's products

portfolio gradually expanded beyond IT to include outsourced (BPO) and consulting firm.

Francisco D'Souza succeeded Lakshmi Narayanan in 2006. Cognizant achieved rapid expansion

in the 2000s, as evidenced by its ten consecutive appearances on Fortune magazine's "100

Fastest-Growing Companies" list from 2003 to 2012.

Cognizant made its biggest acquisition in September 2014, when it paid $2.7 billion for

healthcare IT services business TriZetto Corp. In pre-market trading, shares of Cognizant surged

about 3%..

Fig. 3 A Brief History
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The company struck a multimillion-dollar arrangement with Escorts Group in India on June 24,

2015, to assist Escorts' enterprises with digital transformation and modernization across all

business areas.

It teamed with Singapore-based market chain NTUC FairPrice on 30 June 2015 to digitally

modernise NTUC's operations in order to improve personalised and consistent customer

experience across numerous channels.

Cognizant sold its Oy Samlink acquisition to Kyndryl in January 2022.
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Chapter 03: TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES USED

3.1 Python

Python is a high-level programming language that is dynamically semantic, interpreted, and

object-oriented. Because of its elevated built-in data structures, dynamic typing, and dynamic

binding, it's perfect for Faster Development and as a scripting for integrating existing

components. Python's compact, simple syntax encourages readability, lowering programme

maintenance costs. Python supports modules and packages, which help with programme

versatility and code reuse. The Python interpreter as well as its extensive standard library are

available in source and binary formats for all major systems.

● Pandas

Pandas is an open-source library that makes working with relational or tagged data simple

and intuitive. It includes a variety of data formats and methods for working with

numerical data and time series. The NumPy Python library provides the foundation for

this library. Pandas is fast and gives high performance and productivity to its users.

1. Data management and analysis are simple and straightforward.

2. Data can be loaded from a variety of file objects.

3. In both floating - point numbers and non-floating point data, missing data (represented

as NaN) is simply handled.

4. Size mutability: DataFrame columns and higher-dimensional objects can also have their

sizes changed.

5. Connecting and combining data sets

6. Time-series functionality allows for flexible data set shaping and pivoting.

7. Procedures for splitting, applying, and combining data sets have been simplified.

● Numpy

Numpy is a versatile array processing library. It comes with a high-performance

multidimensional array object and facilities for manipulating it. For scientific computing,

it is the most important Python package.

In addition to its obvious scientific applications, It can be utilized as a multi-dimensional

container of generic data.
8



● Plotly

The Python Plotly Toolkit is an open-source library for quickly and easily visualising and

interpreting data. Plotly offers a variety of plot types. So, why should you use Plotly over

other visualisation tools or libraries? Here's the solution —

Plotly offers a hover function that allows us to spot outliers or abnormalities in a huge

number of data points.

It is visually appealing and appealing to a wide spectrum of audiences.

It enables us to personalise our charts in an unlimited variety of ways, making them more

engaging and comprehensible to others.

Fig. 4 Python Logo

3.2 MySQL

MySQL is an open-source relational database management system that is used extensively in

online applications. Because data is stored and transmitted over the internet, databases and

related tables are a key component of many websites and applications. Even the most popular

social networking sites, such as Facebook, Twitter, and Google, rely on MySQL data, which is

specifically created and optimised for this purpose. For these reasons, the MySQL server has

become the standard for web applications.

MySQL is a database management system that allows you to query, sort, filter, group, alter, and
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join tables. Let's look at some of MySQL's benefits before studying the most regularly used

queries.

Advantages of MySQL :

● Database with great performance.

● It's simple to set up, manage, and administrate.

● Database integrity is maintained and is easily accessible.

● Scalability, usability, and dependability are all advantages.

● Hardware that is inexpensive.

Fig.5 MySQL Logo

3.3 PostgreSql

PostgreSQL is an open-source database management system that is one of the most advanced

general-purpose object-relational database management systems. Its source code is accessible

under the PostgreSQL licence, which is a liberal open source licence. PostgreSQL can be used,

modified, and distributed in any form by anyone with the necessary expertise.

Fig. 6 PostgreSQL Logo
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3.4 Azure

Azure, like Google Cloud and Aws Web Service, is Microsoft's cloud - based platform

(AWS.000). It is a platform that enables us all to utilize Microsoft's resources in general. Setting

up a huge server, for example, will require a significant amount of money, time, and physical

space. In such cases, Microsoft Azure can help. It will make our work easier by providing virtual

machines, rapid data processing, analytical and monitoring tools, and so forth. Azure's pricing is

also more straightforward and cost-effective. "Pay As You Go" is a popular expression that

suggests you only pay for what you use.

 

● Services in cloud (IaaS. PaaS, SaaS)

Through an internet connection, a cloud service provider handles your infrastructure—the

physical servers, networking, virtualization, and data storage—for you. The user gets access to

the infrastructure via an API or dashboard and is effectively renting it. The user is in charge of

the operating system, programmes, and middleware, while the provider is in charge of hardware,

network, hard disks, storage systems, and server administration.

 

● Azure Region

Datacenters are placed within a lag perimeter in each Azure region. They're linked by a

dedicated low-latency regional network. This architecture ensures that Microsoft azure services

in any region provide the highest speed and security possible.

 

● High Availability

Azure availability zones are geographically distinct regions within each Azure region that are

resilient to local failures. Software / hardware failures can occur, as well as natural disasters like

earthquake, floods, and fires. The redundancy and logical separation of Azure services allow for

failure tolerance. All availability zone-enabled regions must have at least three independent

availability zones to provide robustness.

 

● Resource Group,
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A resource group is a container for Azure solutions that houses connected resources. The

resource group could contain all of the solution's resources or just the ones you would like to

handle as a group.

 

● Subscription, 

Free, pay-as-you-go, and membership offers are the three primary types of subscriptions

accessible. Azure pass sponsorship is available.

● Management Group 

Management groups are containers that allow you manage numerous subscriptions' access,

policies, and compliance. Create those containers to create a hierarchical structure that can be

utilised with Microsoft Azure Policy and Azure Role-Based Access Controls.

Fig. 7 Azure Hirarchy

● Azure Locks

You could lock a subscription, resource group, or resource as an administrator to protect other

users in your company from deleting or updating key resources by accident. Any permissions

that user may have are overridden by the lock. You can choose between CanNotDelete and

ReadOnly as the lock level.
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● Azure Tags

Azure tags are name-value pairings that are used in Azure Portal to group resources. You can tag

individual resources or the resource group in which they are included.

● Different type of Azure SQL

Have 3 types-

➔ Manage instance- PAAS- not need to specify version etc but need to specif security only, only

setup sql server (not os like in Sql VM), have to create virtual network , less administrator effort

best for lift and shift ie pick up data and shift on azure

➔ Sql virtual machine - Sql is coming with virtual machine option , (IAAS), choose server and

version for sql and windows, best when we have already existing setup of db abd server, easy to

migrate to azure thru sql vm

➔ Databases- connect database with server so best for modern cloud applications , PAAS,has 2

types -

◆ Elastic pool - elastic space, automatically handle the workload,resource sharing

wll happen.

◆ Single database

Fig 8 Azure Logo
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Chapter 04: Python Hands-On PROJECT

4.1 Description

The hands on project that we were allotted with is called “Exploratory Data Analysis of Titanic

Dataset”. The time given us to complete the data analysis was 1 week after which there was a

small interview that was conducted by our trainer on the basis of which we were evaluated.

The dataset comprises of 11 columns namely – PassengerId , Survived, Pclass , Name, Sex, Age,

SibSp,Parch, Ticket, Fare, Cabin, Embarked. Goal was to clean the data and find meaningful

insights from it so that it can be used for a machine learning classification using logistic

regression. Motive is to predict if a particular person boarded on titanic will survive or not.

Table 1Titanic Dataset

The libraries used for visualization are matplotlib and seaborn.
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4.2 Exploratory Data Analysis

Fig. 9 Heatmap

Approximately 20% of Age column is incomplete. The percentage of data lost is likely minimal

enough to be replaced reasonably with imputation. Glancing at the Cabin column, it appears that

we are lacking far too much information to perform anything useful with it at a basic level. We'll

probably remove that or replace it with categorical values of  1 and 0.
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Fig 10 Bar charts

We can very well observe from this bar chart that the majority survivors of the titanic tragedy

were women and no of men that survived were negligible. But the population of male passengers

was considerably high than that of female passengers. These observation is important for

predicting the survival rate of passenger, as if the passenger is female then the probability of

survival increases considerably.

Fig 11 Box Plot

Instead of discarding the missing age data rows, we wish to fill up the gaps. Filling in the

average age of all passengers (imputation) is one way to achieve this. We can see that the

wealthy passengers in the upper classes are older, which is understandable. We'll infer based on
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Pclass for Age using these average age values.

Fig 12 Code for imputation

Fig 13 Heatmap
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We can observe that by using impute function , the problem of missing values in titanic dataset

got solved but the cabin column is still largely empty. And cabin have not correlation with the

survival rate so we can drop it.

The sex column in the dataset contains 2 values - male and female and is of object type, so have

to be converted to numerical by using the get_dummies method of pandas library so that it can

be used in the Machine Learning model as it is a key feature in deciding whether a person will

survive or not. Replacing the sex column with male column which contains integer categorical

value of 0 and 1 where 0 means female and 1 implies male.Later we drop the features which are

not necessary for our model building-'Sex', 'Embarked', 'Name',' Ticket'.

Fig 14 Code for conversion of categorical values
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4.3 Model Building

Fig 15 Train Test Split

4.4 Results

Fig 16 Machine Learning Model
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When a decision criterion is introduced, logistic regression transforms into a classification

procedure. Setting the threshold value is a crucial part of logistic regression, and it is determined

by the classification problem.

The precision and recall levels have a significant influence on the threshold value determination.

Both precision and recall should ideally be 1, but this is rarely the case.

Logistic regression is classified as follows based on the number of categories:

● Binomial

● Multinomial

● Ordinal

Here we used Binomial Regression because we have two classes that we need to classify on.

Fig 17 Sigmoid Function
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Fig 18 Results of Machine Learning model

We can observe that the accuracy score comes out to be 80%. Hence we can conclude that out model is
neither overfit nor underfit and is working perfectly fine.
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4.5: Azure Training

4.5.1 Description

There are various components in azure that we were introduced and the python training and the

sql training were the pre-requisite of using azure cloud. We were first introduced to the azure

hierarchy which included talks about subscription, resource group and resource. Later we were

given practical knowledge by giving us a live description of azure platform and its various

functions. Assignments were alloted to us in which we were asked to create virtual machines

storage accounts and resource groups.

4.5.2 Screenshots

Fig 19 Creation of Virtual Machine

A virtual machine in Azure is an on-demand, scalable computer resource. Virtual machines are

frequently used to host applications when a customer requires greater control over the computing

environment than conventional compute resources can supply. When you utilise a vm to host

your application, you receive the flexibility of virtualisation without having to buy or maintain

any underlying real hardware. You will, however, be in charge of administering the normal

chores associated with other servers, such as configuration and monitoring. patching, and
22



application deployment.

Fig 20 Creation of SQL Database

Azure SQL Database is a managed service database service, that means Microsoft manages and

maintains SQL Server for you. SQL Database also contains new features like built-in high

availability to help you maintain business continuity.

Azure SQL Database contains some pretty important functions. The following are a handful of

them:

● Azure SQL Database has more freedom because Azure will manage SQL Server behind the

scenes while the user concentrates on the database.

● Azure can provide an elastic pool where you can share a bunch of databases, pay for them as a

group, and administer them as a whole. In hoster circumstances, this is really useful.

● Azure will also provide you with choices such as HyperScale, which will allow you to create

databases of any size you require for maximum performance with really large-scale

applications.

● Things like serverless computing, where Azure can even suspend an idle SQL Server and you

just pay for the resources you utilize.
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Fig 21 Masking

Data masking is just a method for obtaining a fictitious but realistic representation of your user's

data. When genuine data is not required, such as in user training, sales demos, or software

testing, the purpose is to secure sensitive data while offering a functioning replacement.

Data masking processes alter the data's values while maintaining the same format. The idea is to

develop a version that is impossible to interpret or reverse engineer.
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Fig 22 Storage Account

A storage account is a container that joins several Azure Storage services together. Only Azure

Storage data services are allowed in a storage account. The user can handle data services as a

group when they are connected into a storage account. The options you select when creating

your account, or changes you make afterward, apply everywhere. All data stored in the storage

account is erased when it is deactivated.

Several types of data accounts are available in Azure Storage. Each type has its own set of

features and pricing structure. To determine the optimum storage account for the applications,

consider these differences before creating one. The following are the different types of storage

accounts:

● General-purpose v2 accounts

● General-purpose v1 accounts

● Block Blob Storage accounts

● File Storage accounts

● Blob Storage accounts
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4.6: Code Screenshots
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Chapter 06: CONCLUSION

6.1 Conclusion

In conclusion, this internship has become a wonderful and rewarding experience. I can say that

my stay with Cognizant Technology Solutions India Private Limited was quite beneficial to me.

Needless to say, the technical aspects of my work aren't ideal and might be improved with more

time. I believe the time I spent studying and comprehending Azure Cloud was well spent as one

who has no prior familiarity with it. Two of the most significant lessons I've learned are time

management and self-motivation.
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